Fresh install of 13.0: theme admin panel: tabs with no possible options

Also, it's very unclear how to change the theme of the site.

Workaround
Enable the preference Filter "Advanced" and you'll see the option. But I agree, this should be shown in the basic filters already. I wonder if this was in purpose.

I had a look in the corresponding tpl, but I have no clue how to change the preference filter requirement for the option to change theme. :-/

Alternatively, while this is not properly fixed in the L&F admin panel, admins can change theme as usual through the Admin Wizard:
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Comments

**gezza** 30 Jul 14 17:48 GMT-0000

According the page [http://dev.tiki.org/Creating+New+Preferences](http://dev.tiki.org/Creating+New+Preferences): "If a pref is not tagged, it is considered as "advanced"

So everything that is meant to basic, must be tagged like this:

```php
'tags' => array('basic'),
```

The level for theme setting can be modified here: lib/prefs/theme.php

with r52194 I modified this

Do we want only theme_change to be basic or also layout changing?

**Marc Laporte** 30 Jul 14 18:16 GMT-0000

[http://dev.tiki.org/Creating+New+Preferences#Tags:_what_they_mean](http://dev.tiki.org/Creating+New+Preferences#Tags:_what_they_mean) should help
Thanks!

gezza  30 Jul 14 18:25 GMT-0000
i can revert but i think it is ok to have it as basic

Marc Laporte  30 Jul 14 18:36 GMT-0000
But last time I check (a while back), layouts were not stable enough

Marc Laporte  30 Jul 14 18:58 GMT-0000
This was OK in 12.x
Thanks!
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